Carpet
Carpet Products
Most carpets manufactured today are produced in 12-foot widths and all require seaming. Carpet seams will be
made using the best practices of the trade. Seams cannot be guaranteed to be invisible, and the results will vary
with different carpet textures. Carpet seams that have been joined together with hot melt tape, and then
stretched, will naturally peak. Time and normal traffic will help alleviate this situation.
Looped, Patterned and low profile carpets are durable and unique. However, consumers should be aware that
seams in these carpet styles may be more visible and their prominence will vary depending on specific textures,
colors, lighting and peaking. If installed on stairs, these carpets will allow the backing to be visible at the bend in
the stairs. Again, carpet style and density will influence the visible seams. If you are concerned with visible seams,
there are other styles to choose from such as Saxony, Texture, Frieze or Cable.
PAD
Pad is a commodity product with many manufactures that manufacture the padding using the same
specifications but different processes. Padding has specified thickness and density factors, which may come in a
multitude of skin colors and banded, scrap material. Color differences will not affect performance. The color of
the pad that you choose in the store may be different that the color that will be installed, but the thickness will be
the same.

Maintenance
All carpets require vacuuming a minimum of once a week and spot cleaning in all traffic areas as often as necessary
to maintain a neat and clean appearance regardless of the quality, style, or level of stain protection you have
selected. Steam or chemical cleaning carpet can often alter appearance and performance. When cleaning consult
your manufacturer for proper professional cleaning requirements and before adding additional stain protection.
Stain protection applications do not make a carpet stain proof, even though they increase the carpet stain
resistance capabilities, usual precautions should be observed to maintain your carpet. White or light carpets will
show dirt and soiling more readily than others. Please consider this fact when selecting your carpet.
I have read and understand the above information regarding carpet products and their characteristics. I have also
viewed a sample of the flooring I have selected and understand carpet may vary for reasons described above.
I accept the above conditions, which apply to this purchase and understand the product will not be replaced after
installation due to any of these characteristics mentioned.

Signature: _________________________________________________ Date______________________

